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INTRODUCTION
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University College. The author’s intent for this material is to be used in a classroom or other management learning settings. Names or 
other identifying information may be altered to protect confidentiality.
This content is freely available without charge to readers and their institutions. All content is published under the Creative Commons License, 
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0). Readers are allowed to read, download, copy, distribute, 
print, search, or link to the full texts of this case without seeking prior permission from the author(s).

It was late in the fiscal year and Margaret Coons, founder and chief executive officer of Nuts For Cheese (N4C), was 
enjoying a vegan charcuterie board adorned with her own products. As she ate, she was reminded of a conversation 
earlier in the day with her strategic advisors about their growth strategy. The big question: Should N4C focus on 
only a handful of products and expand geographically, or was this the time to innovate and launch new vegan 
dairy replacement products? If the right answer was innovation, then which new products made the most sense? 
Coons needed to spend some time over the weekend assessing her options in more detail before presenting 
recommendations for the 2022-23 fiscal year to her strategic advisors early next week.

Nuts for Cheese

N4C was a dairy-alternative company that produced multiple flavours of artisan, gourmet vegan cheeses. The 
company was recognized as a leading innovator of 100% dairy-free plant-based cheeses. N4C had just celebrated 
their seventh year in operation as an award-winning business.

N4C offered six unique varieties of cheese flavors. These cheeses were meltable, shreddable, sliceable, and spreadable 
- perfect for cooking and consuming. The cashew-based cheeses were made from the finest ingredients and come 
in flavours such as “Artichoke and Herb”, “Chipotle ‘Cheddar’”, “Smoky Gouda”, “Super Blue”, “Black Garlic”, 
and the “Un-Brie-Lievable Cheese” (see exhibit 1). N4C had shipped about one million wedges of its cheese in its 
most recent year, a 40% increase in sales over 2021.1

[1] De Bono, N. (2022, June 1). London Vegan Cheese Maker taps into second major U.S. grocery chain. Retrieved August 12, 2022, from https://lfpress.
com/business/local-business/london-vegan-cheese-maker-taps-into-second-major-u-s-grocery-chain 
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HISTORY
Coons grew up in Ancaster, Ontario and attended university at Huron University College at Western University. 
She graduated in 2012 with an Honors Specialization Bachelor of Arts degree in English Language and Literature. 
Coons became vegan at 19 and worked as a vegan chef at a restaurant formerly known as Veg Out in London, 
Ontario. She envisioned owning a restaurant of her own one day. She often worked late after hours in the kitchen, 
experimenting with dairy-alternative products, such as sunflower seeds and hemp hearts. As Coons was passionate 
about creating original plant-based recipes, she enrolled in an online culinary school. Coons crafted a recipe for a 
premium artisanal vegan cheese made of cashews and introduced it at Veg Out as a plant-based cheese board. It 
quickly became the most popular item on the menu. Seeing the immediate success of her recipe, and the demand 
of the product from customers, Coons decided to sell her cheeses at the farmer’s market. After selling all 16 wedges 
of her cheese on her first day, Coons realized she was onto something. She officially launched N4C in 2017. 

In 2019, N4C launched with the grocer, Farm Boy, which was their first big retail partner. The increasing growth 
and popularity of their products led them to move into a bigger facility and expand their supply chain distribution 
channels. This, in turn, expanded their reach throughout Ontario. That same year, N4C purchased new equipment 
and enhanced their packaging processes to expand their product’s shelf-life from 40 to 175 days. In 2020, the 
longer shelf life allowed N4C to expand into Western and Eastern Canada. With the proven success of the 
business in Canada, Coons wanted to further expand her reach and so launched the company in the U.S. market in 
2021. Soon after launching in the U.S., N4C partnered with a supermarket chain called Sprouts Farmers Market 
which expanded their reach to all 50 states in the U.S. N4C had received great recognition in Canada by winning 
several awards such as the “Best Places to Work” award, “Agribusiness” award, and was recognized as Canada 
Organic Trade Association's organic innovator of the year.

Although Coons was extremely proud of her accomplishments in the past 5 years, Coons felt that there were more 
opportunities for her business and was excited to see how much the business could grow. Coons has always been 
a foodie and had hopes to show the world that there can be vegan options that look and taste great that were also 
suitable for cooking.

INDUSTRY
Canada was ranked as one of the major cheese producing countries in the world and had received international 
recognition for its variety and quality of cheeses. Nearly 70 percent of Canada’s milk production was concentrated 
in Quebec and Ontario, and this partly explains the accumulation of dairy processing facilities in these provinces. 
New records in per capita cheese consumption had been registered almost every year in Canada since 2014. 
This reflected a change in preferences towards consuming foods rich in butterfat. Even during the COVID-19 
pandemic, cheese demand contributed to overall dairy sector growth. This was due both to strong retail grocery 
demand and demand from the fast-food restaurant segment.

Nevertheless, emerging awareness regarding the negative consequences of large-scale dairy farming on 
environmental sustainability had allowed the industry for plant-based alternatives to flourish in North America 
as well as worldwide. The global vegan cheese market size was valued at USD 2.43 billion in 2021 and was 
projected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 12.6% from 2022 to 2030.2 Specifically, cashew-

[2] Vegan cheese market size & share report, 2022-2030. Vegan Cheese Market Size & Share Report, 2022-2030. (n.d.). Retrieved August 12, 2022, from 
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/vegan-cheese-market 
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based vegan cheese contributed the largest revenue share of more than 35% in 2021 due to its health benefits 
including vitamins B2 & B12 that appealed to health-conscious consumers. In Canada, the vegan cheese market 
was expected to grow at a CAGR of 17% to reach a market value of US$91.2 million in 2027 up from US$30.3 
million in 2020.3  Canada had a strong trading relationship with the U.S. wherein nearly 79% of Canadian exports 
were integrated into the supply chains for goods in the U.S.  The plant-based food trade reached roughly US$7 
billion in the U.S.4 in 2020. 

Millennials were fueling the shift away from consuming animal products and increasingly embracing 
“flexitarianism”—diets that give preference to plant-based alternatives to meat but do not commit entirely to 
veganism. This shift, combined with rising health awareness among the lactose intolerant population, had allowed 
the industry for plant-based alternatives to flourish across North America. Altogether, in North America, cheese 
alternatives were expected to lead dairy alternative category growth at a CAGR of 8.2% from 2022-2030.5

COMPETITORS

Miyoko’s Creamery

Miyoko Schinner, a vegan and restauranteur, started Miyoko’s Creamery in 2014 with the goal to be the world’s 
finest vegan cheese and butter manufacturer. Miyoko’s manufactured different flavours of plant-based artisan 
cheeses using cashews, organic coconut milk, oats, and chickpea flour. This California-based company operated 
out of a 29,000-square-foot facility distributing its “European-style cultured vegan cheese and butter” across the 
United States, Canada, and Australia. Miyoko’s considered their brand to be a premium line whose competitive 
advantage lies in the flavour of the products - derived from natural fermentation without the use of artificial 
flavoring substances.6 Miyoko’s had also diversified in terms of creating a new line of nut-free cheeses produced 
using potatoes, beans, and seeds.7 Miyoko’s had won several awards for its quality cheeses, cream cheese, and butter 
including the Delicious Living's 2017 “Best Bite” award, Animal Equality's 2017 “Compassionate Company” 
award, a “Veggie” award, and a “Nexty” award.8 

Culcherd

Culcherd was a plant-based dairy alternative company that specialized in the production of certified organic and 
vegan artisan cheeses and butter using core ingredients such as oats, cashews, coconut oil, and nutritional yeast. 
Culcherd was founded by Elizabeth Gallagher and Tim Donnely in 2015, and was headquartered in Toronto, 
Ontario. Culcherd had gained recognition for its unique packaging made from environmentally sustainable, 
plastic-free, and compostable materials.9 Culcherd was featured in Edible Toronto Magazine and won second 

[3] Canada vegan cheese market size: Industry report, 2022–2027. Knowledge Sourcing Intelligence LLP. (n.d.). Retrieved August 12, 2022, from https://
www.knowledge-sourcing.com/report/canada-vegan-cheese-market 
[4] Canada, G. A. (2022, June 9). Canada-United States relations. Government of Canada. Retrieved August 12, 2022, from https://www.international.
gc.ca/country-pays/us-eu/relations.aspx?lang=eng 
[5] North America Vegan Cheese Market. Transparency Market Research. (n.d.). Retrieved August 12, 2022, from https://www.transparencymarket-
research.com/north-america-vegan-cheese-market.html 
[6] Juntti, M. (2018, August 27). Miyoko's kitchen chef creates cheese that's better for people and the planet. New Hope Network. Retrieved August 12, 2022, 
from https://www.newhope.com/people-and-company-profiles/miyoko-s-kitchen-chef-creates-cheese-s-better-people-and-planet 
[7] Axworthy, N. (2019, September 10). Miyoko's vegan butter debuts in 1,000 stores in Canada. VegNews.com. Retrieved August 12, 2022, from https://
vegnews.com/2019/9/miyokos-vegan-butter-debuts-in-1000-stores-in-canada 
[8] Awards. Miyoko's Creamery. (n.d.). Retrieved August 12, 2022, from https://miyokos.com/pages/awards 
[9] Culcherd. (2019, October 29). Culcherd is a dairy-alternative company making products from plants! Cision Canada. Retrieved August 12, 2022, from 
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/culcherd-is-a-dairy-alternative-company-making-products-from-plants--855408344.html 
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CUSTOMERS
The typical N4C customers were vegan and between the ages of 18 and 42 years old. The primary customers 
were women, often moms looking for a better product for their family. The customer demographic was typically 
educated and higher-income affluent people shopping at a natural grocer like Whole Foods or Loblaws. This 
demographic did not mind spending the extra dollars to make sure they had clean ingredients. On an average trip 
to the store, a plant-based food shopper spends over 61% more than the average shopper. 

Recently, the vegan food industry had seen a growing trend from younger consumers, mainly millennials. This 
consumer demographic usually valued healthy foods that were nutrient-rich and were usually more receptive to 
vegan foods since they were open to trying new products. Consuming plant-based foods was more than just a 
trend for millennials and younger generations. Millennials and gen Z made up 30% and 32% of the plant-based 
population, respectively.12

Other customers were those looking to reduce their consumption of meat and animal products as part of a plant-
based diet. These consumers were not only driven by the desire to improve their health, but they were also leery of 
the industrial food system, concerned about animal welfare, and worried about the threat of climate change. Vegan 
consumers cared about whether their food was coming from ethical and sustainable sources and customers often 
looked for products that were organic certified. The plant-based buyers valued having many options of products 
and flavors and they tended to be willing to try out different products.

[11] Mission & Values. Treeline Cheese. (n.d.). Retrieved August 12, 2022, from https://www.treelinecheese.com/pages/mission-values 
[12] Consumer Insights. Plant Based Foods Association. (n.d.). Retrieved August 12, 2022, from https://www.plantbasedfoods.org/marketplace/con-
sumer-insights/

place at SIAL Canada's Food Scale-Up Pitch Competition. In July 2021, Culcherd partnered with Above Food 
Corporation - a vertically integrated Canadian plant-based ingredient and consumer products platform - to build 
an oat supply chain where Culcherd would add oat-based cheese to its product line and could benefit from scale 
advantage, leadership, and innovation.1⁰

Treeline Cheese

Treeline, based in Kingston, New York, sold plant-based cheese made using cashews in approximately 3,000 stores 
across the United States. Treeline sourced cashews from Brazil, where they were grown free from any pesticides 
through sustainable farming techniques. In its attempt to reduce its carbon footprint, Treeline partnered with 
tree-planting organizations in the Amazon every year thereby contributing towards reforestation projects on a 
global scale.11  Treeline’s reason for using cashews as the base to manufacture cheeses was that they contribute to 
a delicious taste, creamy texture, and cardiovascular health benefits. The company sold a variety of vegan cheeses 
including goat cheese, slices and shreds, cream cheese, and aged-artisanal cheese. The company hoped to expand 
operations across North America in the coming years. 
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ALTERNATIVES
Status Quo

Considering the growth already obtained in the first five years of the business, Coons considered that staying the 
course might be the most prudent option. Based on the increase in order sizes, she expected total sales to grow in 
2022 by 30% and thought they could improve their cost of goods sold to 56% of sales. N4C would have to hire a 
new business development manager position to help support the growing business, and planned to list the position 
with a starting salary of $75,000.13  She knew that it would be inappropriate to assume most other expenses would 
remain the same dollar amount in fiscal 2022 given how much her company was growing. However, Coons also 
recalled that there were some expenses that were not affected by sales volume and did not count on any additional 
government grants or one-time disposals in 2022. See Exhibits 2 through 5 for financial information for the 
previous two years.

Knowing that N4C had enjoyed such a rapid expansion, and the vegan food market was still in its early stages, 
Coons wondered whether it would be a missed opportunity to stick with the status quo. Would her competitors 
innovate and create barriers to N4C to enter future markets, like vegan butter or vegan yogurt? She also knew that 
developing an entirely new product took extensive research and development time, and was also expensive. 

US Expansion

With the recent success, Coons considered expanding more aggressively into the US market while focusing on 
their existing product line. In addition to the business development manager, at least two additional US sales 
representatives would need to be hired for this strategy. Coons expected the salary of each sales position to be 
$65,000 annually. Another part of this growth strategy would require securing new retail distribution partnerships, 
which typically came with merchandising costs. Based on past experience, Coons expected that for each new major 
retail partner secured they would be required to pay a one-time fee of $35,000 as well as an annual marketing fee 
of $15,000. 

With two salespeople dedicated to expanding in the US, Coons anticipated that they could secure three additional 
major retail partners per year, and 25 small-to-mid-sized retail partners. Each major retailer would bring in an 
additional $150,000 in revenue, while smaller retail partners were expected to average $8,500. To support the 
additional sales, N4C would have to invest in an additional $25,000 worth of inventory. 

New Product Option: Butter 

Given the growing market for alternative dairy products, Coons wondered if they should diversify their product 
portfolio, so their brand was not only associated with one product. One alternative Coons was considering was a 
cashew-based butter. N4C had already spent $30,000 in research and development costs to create a butter they 
were satisfied with, but so far not much attention had been given to promoting this product. 

If Coons wanted to promote the butter, it made the most sense to leverage relationships with major Canadian 
retailers who already carried their cashew-based cheese products. Coons knew that all five of the major Canadian 
retailers she was currently working with would be interested in this product but would request an additional one-
time stocking fee for a new product line. This fee averaged around $10,000 per retailer. In the first year, Coons 

[13] All other salary costs were expected to remain the same dollar value as 2021. 
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thought that each of the five major retailers would sell an additional $50,000 of the new cashew-based butter 
product. N4C was increasingly well-known in the Canadian market so Coons expected it would be conservative to 
expect 50 small and mid-sized Canadian retailers to also carry this new product.1⁴  To support these new product 
sales, N4C would have to hire a salesperson who would be paid $70,000 annually. 

Since this was a new product, N4C would have to significantly ramp up the inventory they had on hand to support 
expansion into their existing Canadian retailers. Coons estimated they would require about $40,000 of additional 
inventory. New equipment would also be necessary to meet this potential demand and, given the specialized 
nature of the product, purchasing new equipment would likely be the only option. Coons predicted the total 
equipment costs including installation would be $120,000. Furthermore, until N4C could reach economies of 
scale, their cost of goods for cashew-based butter was expected to be higher than their standard product lines at 
62% of sales. Coons was excited to deepen N4C’s brand presence within Canada and knew there was increasing 
demand for this new product, but she was not sure if the benefits were worth taking the risk. 

New Product Option: Cream Cheese 

Another new product option that Coons was considering was vegan cashew-based cream cheese. Some competitors 
offered this product but N4C had yet to develop their own version. Coons thought that, in many ways, it was a 
natural product diversification from their existing line up of cashew-based cheese wedges. However, the packaging 
would be significantly different, and the margins were expected to be tighter than even the butter product at just 
35% of sales. Based on her market research, Coons expected that the tubs of cream cheese would sell for $9.99, but 
she was not sure how many she would need to sell to pay for advertising and stocking costs. If Coons chose this 
option, she would start with Sobey’s, the first major Canadian retailer to carry N4C products, and she expected 
they would request $10,000 in marketing support to launch the new product. N4C would also spend an extra 
$18,000 in online advertising to help launch the new product. 

Although attractive, Coons was not sure if this was the right time to develop a cream cheese product and she was 
also unsure if Sobey’s was the right place to start. Perhaps it would make more sense to launch the cream cheese 
product in Canada by focusing on the small to mid-sized retailers instead which would help lower the fixed costs. 

Sell the Business 

Most entrepreneurs imagine selling their business at some point in the future, and Coons was no exception. The 
question was: when is the optimal time to sell? N4C had enjoyed considerable success in a relatively short period 
of time, so Coons believed that there would be larger companies within her industry who would be attracted to 
an acquisition. However, she did not yet feel comfortable imagining someone else having full control over the 
company she had created. Therefore, if she did choose to sell N4C soon, she intended on retaining no less than 
50% ownership. 

[14] Coon’s expected that on average these retailers could move $2,125 worth of product per year.

DECISION
Coons was eager to continue expanding N4C and bringing vegan alternatives to dairy products into mainstream 
consumption. However, she was not sure which strategic alternative would be the best fit for her company in both 
the short and long-term. 
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EXHIBIT #1

NUTS FOR CHEESE
PRODUCT IMAGES
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EXHIBIT #2

Revenue 2021 2020
Net Sales  $2,356,057 100.0%  $1,920,573 100.0%

Cost of Goods Sold 1,362,115 57.8% 1,196,133 62.3%
Gross Profit  $993,942 42.2%  $724,440 37.7%

Expenses
       Advertising and Promotion  $76,456 3.2%  $159,624 8.3%
       Depreciation 120,925 5.1% 96,681 5.0%
       Bank Charges 15,668 0.7% 10,948 0.6%
       General and Administration 68,394 2.9% 118,503 6.2%
       Insurance 20,377 0.9% 19,921 1.0%
       Meals and Entertainment 4,951 0.2% 15,601 0.8%
       Rent 19,435 0.8% 16,913 0.9%
       Research & Development 39,685 1.7% 17,727 0.9%
       Subcontractors 15,208 0.6% 10,613 0.6%
       Travel 8,885 0.4% 25,476 1.3%
       Salaries Sales Team 512,476 21.8% 173,531 9.0%
       Salaries Admin Team 232,392 9.9% 204,164 10.6%
Total Expenses  $1,134,852 48.2%  $869,702 45.3%
 
Net Income from Operations  $(140,910) -6.0%  $(145,262) -7.6%
       Interest Expense 26,395 1.1% 17,491 0.9%
Other Revenue and Expenses:
       Government Grants $103,194 4.4% $122,561 6.4%
       Gain or Loss on Disposal  (115,122) -4.9% (2,438) -0.1%

Net Income1⁵  $(179,233) -7.6%  $(42,630) -2.2%

NUTS FOR CHEESE
STATEMENTS OF EARNINGS

(for the years ending June 30)

[15] Corporate income tax rates averaged 20%



2021 2020

Current Assets:
       Cash  $2,455  $17,173 
       Accounts Receivable 296,206 169,575
       Inventory 168,656 148,853
       Prepaid Expenses 23,256 6,460
Total Current Assets  $490,573  $342,061

Fixed Assets:
       Leasehold Improvements  $157,013 $130,931
       Less: Accumulated Depreciation  62,007  $95,006 33,213 $97,718
       Machinery and Equipment  568,956 560,193 -
       Less: Accumulated Depreciation 205,802 16,618 117,141 443,052
Total Fixed Assets  $27,733 $540,770

Total Assets  $948,733  $882,831 

Liabilities
Current Liabilities:
       Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities  $198,514 $289,696
       Payroll Liabilities 50,641 26,697
       RBC Line of Credit 60,200 56,100
Total Current Liabilities  $309,355  $372,493 
Long Term Liabilities
       CEBA Loan $60,000 $40,000
       RBC Equipment Lease 260,017 132,208
       Long-Term Debt 540,251 447,787
Total Long Term Liabilities  $860,268  $619,995

Total Liabilities $1,169,623 $992,488

Shareholders' Equity
       Common Shares $1,021 $1,021
       Class A Preferred Shares 68,000 0
       Retained Earnings (289,911) (110,678)
Total Equity ($220,890) ($109,657)

Total Liabilities and Equity  $948,733  $882,831 
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LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

EXHIBIT #3

NUTS FOR CHEESE
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION

(as at June 30)

ASSETS
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2021 2020
LIQUIDITY
Current Ratio 1.6x 0.9x
Acid Test 1.0x 0.5x

EFFICIENCY
Age of Receivables (days) 46 32
Age of Payables (days) 53 88
Age of Inventory (days) 45 45

STABILITY
Net Worth/Total Assets N/A N/A
Interest Coverage N/A N/A

GROWTH
Revenue Growth 23% -
Profit Growth N/A -
Asset Growth 7% -

EXHIBIT #4

NUTS FOR CHEESE
SELECTED COMPANY FINANCIAL RATIOS
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2021
PROFITABILITY
Gross Profit 25.0%
Net Income 39.2%

LIQUIDITY
Current Ratio 11.1x
Acid Test 8.6x

EFFICIENCY
Age of Receivables (days) 33.9
Age of Payables (days) 64.1
Age of Inventory (days) 188.4

GROWTH
Revenue Growth 19%
Asset Growth 3.5%

EXHIBIT #5

NUTS FOR CHEESE
SELECTED INDUSTRY FINANCIAL RATIOS

[16] Beyond Meat 10K Filing, inc.. (n.d.). Retrieved September 21, 2022, from https://investors.beyondmeat.com/static-files/f8a621ef-0973-4742-
a8e1-83a053a49d32
[17] Nabati. (n.d.). Retrieved September 21, 2022, from https://invest.nabatifoods.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Nabati-Investor_Fact_
Sheet-August-2021.pdf


